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Fig. 4. Interstellar absorption map in magnitude units of 101705 =!V3 and 101805= W4 at '<6563 A. 

Figs. 1-4 show a compal'ison for a complex region 
near the galactic equator (lII is about 134 degrees) . 
Fig. 1 is a photograph in Ret. light, Figs. 2 and 3 are the 
contour maps in Ha: and in microwave radio emission at 
4,170 :affiz (ref. 2), and Fig. 4 shows the surface dis
tribution of interstellar absorption over the region. The 
tll'O emission nebulae in the field are 101795 and 101805 
(W3 and W4, respectively, as radio sources). 

Sma.ll scale sr;ructure of absorption is clearly seen in 
Fig. 4' as well as the general tendency towards heavier 
absorption in lower galactic latitude3 • The absorption 
obtained is chiefly tha,t within the H II region, but also 
includes a contribution from the space between the Earth 
and the H II region. In any case, this is an independent 
method of obtaining a map of intorstollar absorption. 
Interstellar absorption is cUl'wntly obtained by stellar 
photometry. The obscrvational data, however, are not 
an absorption value but a colour excess, and the ratio of 
~pace absorption to colour excess is still not well known. 
The technique presented hcre is one of the methods for 
deriving an absolute value of absorption and it will h elp 
to clarify the role of the interstellar dust grains in the 
H II regions. 
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Production of 0 H Molecules in 
Interstellar' Shock Waves 
MEASURE1IIENTS made recently at Berkeley have sho\~ti:t 
there is interstellar OH absorption in most low latitude 
radio sources l • Most indications are that the excitation, 
unlike that in the intensely emitting regions', is fairly 
normal, and that the state temperature is T < 10° K. If 
it is assumod that T = 3° K (a minimum value, from the 
cosmic microwave background), the m edian value of 
ORfH is about 4 x 10-8 in sources in which both OH and 
R lines can be measured. This ratio, which corresponds to 
OHIO", 6 X 10-6, is not far from that of CH and CH+, 
seen optically. An attempt by Bates and Spitzer to 
explain the abundance of CH by two body radiative asso
ciation3 failed by more than three orders of magnitude. 
This led Stecher and Williams' to propose that chemical 
exchanae reactions on grains ofthe form GX + Y~G+XY 
(where X=H, Y=O for OH) could operate in the heated 
regions behind interstellar shock fronts. They calculated 
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Lht1,t OH/H = 3 x 10-' uftol' u shock passcs. Photodissocia· 
(ion (~= 10' yr) between shock passages (T = 10' yr) 
roduces OH/H to an uyemge value of 3 x 10- lZ

, which is 
four orders of m agnitude too low. According to Carroll 
and Sal peter', the chemical exchango reaction 0 +H.- ,
OH+H produces comparable amounts of OH if H./H 
- 10-<. According to Stecher and Williams·, however, 
H,/H is kept to the extremely low value of 10- ' by photo
dissociation of H 2. 

\\-e 11>we culculu.ted the OH production cuused by pre
a.",soeiation, as suggested by Solomon', 

O+H->OH,K,=3x 10-15 exp(-3,700/T)cm'see-' (1) 

where 1\., = il(OH)fn(O)n(H). Obviously this reaction 
proceeds even if H. is absent, but, like t.he reactions 
involving H. and grains, it requires the high temperatures 

- present behind a shock wave. The prima,ry destruction 
mechanism is' 

OH+H->H.+O, ]{2= 9 x 10-12 exp( - 3,709fT) (2) 

Starting with no molecules, reaction (1) builds up OH 
behind the shock front, while reaction (2) converts some 
of these molecules to H •. The inverse of reaction (2), 

O+H.~OH+H,K3= 2 X 10-" exp( -4,630fT) (3) 

and the low-temperature reaction, 

OH+O->O.+H~20+H, ]{.= 1 x 10-'0 exp(- 600fT) (4) 

were also included; we assumcd that O. is photo-dissoci-
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ntcd immediately. The reaction OH + H.-?H.O + H Was 

neglccted because it becomes comparable with reaction (2) 
only when H2fH approaches 10 pCI' cent. 

Both Stechcr und \\filliams' and Carroll and Stllpctel" 
used estimated postshock temperature density profiles. 
\Vo used a grid of profiles depending on mach numbpr. 
initial H. abundance and prcshock magnetic field 
strength calculated by Field, Rather, Aannestad and 
Orszag8 • Their calculations, for preshock dcnsities n(H) == 
10 em-3 and n(O) = 6·8 x 10-' em-3 , show that the cooling 
time (~10' yr) is reduced from previously accepted values 
becauso of frequent inelastic OR collisions with sub· 
sequent 63[1. ro.diation. The short cooling time tends 
to limit molecule production, although it is somewhat 
compensated by increased densities far behind tho 
shock. 
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1», reaction (3) requires H,IH > 10-'. 

Fig. 1 shows the OR production for a mach 10 (8 km/ 
sec) shock; the abscissa represents time elapsed sinc!) 
shock passage. The calculations are terminated \ ... hen 
the matorial behind the shock has returned to its pre
shock temperature, assumed to be 1000 K. For H./H= 0, 
equilibrium between reactions (1) and (2) is rapidly 
attuined behind the shock, at OH/H = 2 x 10-', indt'
pendent of tempero.ture. Reaction (2) produces 80m(' 
H. as shown, but the amount is so small that reac
tion (3) and the reaction OH+H,~H.O+H are safely 
neglected. 

Although at present it seems likely that the intRr;:;tellHI' 
hydrogen abundance is very low', calculations were made 
for H./H= 10-' , 10-~ and 10-1 to assess t.he importanec 
of reaction (3). Photrclissociation of H. was ignored. 
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.\s oxpcctcd, far more OH is produced by this exchange 
~llction. (The value for H./H= 10-1 is an overestimate 
b\-'Cnuso of the neglect of OH + H.-~H.O + H). Our results 
~rcO roughly with those of Canoll and Salpeter, based on 

d;limntod cooling curves. The decreasc at the end of the 
"un'os in li"ig. 1 is produced by reaction (4), thc only 
:,pcnltive in the cooler regions for behind the shock. Fig. 2 
Jl'1ll0nstmtes thn.t reactions (1) and (3) require at least 
IIwell 10 shocks to bo effective. Lower shock speeds do 
not result in sufficient tempemtures, while higher speeds 
do not significantly increaso molccule production fUI·ther. 
[II ovory Cil,se, tho production of hydl'Ogen is very small. 
:\ magnotic fiold changes the cooling times somewhat, 
,Ind thus tho molecular production. Tho minimum valuo 
IIchioved, OH/H = 2 x 10-7 whcn H.tH = 0, is affected only 
in -tlmt larger fields require larger mach numbers for 
renctions (1) and (2) to come into equilibrium. The 
minimum effective mach number ranges from 10 for 
B= 0 to 17 for B = 10-~ gauss. 

If, with Stecher and Williamso, we set H.tH = 0, the 
rolovant OH/H from reaction (1) is 2 x 10-7 for shocks of 
mach 10 or more. This is about two orders of magnitude 
greator than production by chemical exchange reactions 
un rrrains (except near hot stars where radiation pressure 
ucc:lerates the grains through the gas, increasing the OH 
production'). The postshock value of OH/H is reduced 
by reaction (4) and by photodissociation, for which the 
combined lifetime is 't'. At time t after shock passage, the 
rutio has dropped by the factor e-tI T • When averaged for 
many shock passages (for which the mean interval is T), 
the reduction factor is 't'/T. T is 6 x 10° yr (ref. 9) and 't' 

(photodissociation) from the j-values of ref. 7 and the 
standard interstellar radiation field is 6,000 yr (ref. 10). 
Because this is smaller than that for reaction (4), the latter 
may be neglected. The reduction factor is therefore 10-3, 
giving a mean value OH/R= 2 x 10-10, about 100 times 
~ho amount caused by grains'. It is still, however, 200 
times smaller than the observed value, so that reaction (1) 
behind shocks cannot be solely responsible for the ob
served OH. 

If hydrogen is present, Fig. 2 indicates tpat the factor 
of 100 can be recovered only if R.tH > 1 per cent. This is 
much too high for the mean value of this quantity accord· 
ing to ref. 6. The possibility arises, however, that, in the 
immediate vicini ty of shock fronts, production of hydrogen 
011 grains is so rapid that a considerable abundance of 
hydrogen builds up . Although Stecher and Williams' 
ostimate that H./H attains only the value 4 x 10-~ behind 
shocks, this depends on the details of the postshock 
cooling. We hope to check this in future calculations. 
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PLANETARY SCIENCE 

Fractionation of 
I ron In the Solar System 
BA.'mRJEE l hus argued against the influenco of forro
magnetism on the aggrcgation of particulate mat.ter in a 
theory of Harris and myself' on chemical fractionation 
within the solar system. 

His objection is based on one of the more unsatisfactory 
parts of marrnetic theory-tho prediction of spin structure. 
I quo to 0. r~ference3 ho used (page 3(7): "Somo calcula· 
tions on small multidomain particles have been madc but 
it is fair to say that to date such particles aro not under
stood" (see also ref. 4, chapter 8) . Calculations of the 
likely magnetization of any system are usually hampered 
by at least the following uncertainties: (a) proper 
enumeration and comparison of all the possible spin 
configurations ; and (b) the occurrence of metastable spin 
configurations. 

Assuming that the exact shape of particles formed in the 
conditions envisaged in the solar nebula is known, the 
difficulty of satisfying (a) is especially great near the Curie 
point. The simplified enumeration achieved by assuming 
0. domain structure breaks down beeause of the extrcmely 
small crystalline anisotropy constants in the vicinity of 
the macroscopic Curie point. For the very slowly cooling 
particles in the complef;.l:Jly thermaliu:d environment 
postulated in the fractionation theory, metastable spin 
configurations become a r eal possibility for any particles 
much larger than the superparamagnetic size limit. 

Thus I am surprised at the faith Banerjee has in his 
method of multi domain calculation and in the significance 
of his numerical results for the theory". If the validity of 
his method IS accepted, a trivial adjustment to the 
theory would remove the numerical discrepancy. It 
would be wrong, however, to conceal the ignorance that 
surrounds tho magnetization of small particles and there
fore the effectiveness of ferromagnetism in enhancing 
collision rates of ferrom~gnetic particles. In the con
ditions envisaged, the ratio of collision cross-section 
to optical cross-section of ferromagnetic particles probably 
rises from unity as the size exeeeds the superpara· 
magnetic limit, could reaph very large values and probably 
declines towards unity for particles greatcr than 10-'-
10-3 em. This size range probably includes a significant 
fraction of the particle size distribution of the primary 
condensate'. 

Fortunately. it is not necessary to take refuge in such 
ignorance. It was pointed out" that without long range 
ferromagnetic attraction, tho binary collision rate of iron 
particles, if they averaged 10-' cm in Aize, was of tho 
order 1 per year. It would therefore still be possible for 
large aggregates to be built up. It seems probable that 
short range ferromagnetic interactions would create e. 
thermally stable bond between any colliding iron particles 
of greater than superparamagnetic size. \Vith no mochan· 
ism of comparable bonding efficiency between non·ferro
magnetic particles a size difference of iron and non
metallic particle aggregates would oceur. This is the 
essential step in t.he theory'. 
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